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(190416) -- PARIS, April 16, 2019 (Xinhua) -- In this file photo taken on June 3, 2009, a man takes part in a mourning ceremony for victims of the Air France Flight 447 accident in front of the Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris, France. The devastating fire at Notre Dame Cathedral in central Paris has been put out after burning for 15 hours, local media reported on April 16, 2019.    In early evening on April 15, a fire broke out in the famed cathedral. Online footage showed thick smoke billowing from the top of the cathedral and huge flames between its two bell towers engulfing the spire and the entire roof which both collapsed later.    Notre Dame is considered one of the finest examples of French Gothic architecture which receives about 12 million visitors every year. (Xinhua/Zhang Yuwei) Xinhua News Agency / eyevine
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Notre Dame Cathedral the day after the firemen stop the mass fire which destroyed the all roof. Paris, France on april 16th 2019
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Notre Dame Cathedral the day after the firemen stop the mass fire which destroyed the all roof. Paris, France on april 16th 2019
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Notre Dame Cathedral the day after the firemen stop the mass fire which destroyed the all roof. Paris, France on april 16th 2019
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(190416) -- PARIS, April 16, 2019 -- A man watches the damaged Notre Dame Cathedral after a fire in central Paris, capital of France, April 16, 2019. The devastating fire at Notre Dame Cathedral in central Paris has been put out after burning for 15 hours, local media reported on Tuesday. ) FRANCE-PARIS-NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL-FIRE AlexandrexKarmen PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxCHN
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Natalia Vodianova and Antoine Arnault, the CEO of Berluti, visit the Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris following a fire which destroyed much of the building on Monday evening. Antoine's father, Bernard Arnault, has pledged 200 million euro (L173 million) towards the reconstruction of the cathedral. Photo by Eliot Blondet/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Natalia Vodianova and Antoine Arnault, the CEO of Berluti, visit the Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris following a fire which destroyed much of the building on Monday evening. Antoine's father, Bernard Arnault, has pledged 200 million euro (L173 million) towards the reconstruction of the cathedral. Photo by Eliot Blondet/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Natalia Vodianova and Antoine Arnault, the CEO of Berluti, visit the Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris following a fire which destroyed much of the building on Monday evening. Antoine's father, Bernard Arnault, has pledged 200 million euro (L173 million) towards the reconstruction of the cathedral. Photo by Eliot Blondet/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Natalia Vodianova and Antoine Arnault, the CEO of Berluti, visit the Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris following a fire which destroyed much of the building on Monday evening. Antoine's father, Bernard Arnault, has pledged 200 million euro (L173 million) towards the reconstruction of the cathedral. Photo by Eliot Blondet/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Notre Dame Cathedral the day after the firemen stop the mass fire which destroyed the all roof. Paris, France on april 16th 2019
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Notre Dame Cathedral the day after the firemen stop the mass fire which destroyed the all roof. Paris, France on april 16th 2019
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Notre Dame Cathedral the day after the firemen stop the mass fire which destroyed the all roof. Paris, France on april 16th 2019
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Notre Dame Cathedral the day after the firemen stop the mass fire which destroyed the all roof. Paris, France on april 16th 2019
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Cathedrale Notre Dame de Paris le lendemain de l incendie NEWS : Incendie de la Cathedrale Notre Dame de Paris - 16/04/2019 MichaelBaucher/Panoramic PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxFRAxITAxBEL
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Paris THEMENBILD - Blick auf die Kathedrale Notre-Dame de Paris. Sie ist eine katholische Kirche des Erzbistums Paris, aufgenommen am 09. Juni 2016 in Paris, Frankreich // View of the cathedral Notre-Dame de Paris. It is a Catholic church of the Archdiocese of Paris, Paris, France on 2016/06/09. PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxAUT EP_fei
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Paris THEMENBILD - Blick auf die Kathedrale Notre-Dame de Paris. Sie ist eine katholische Kirche des Erzbistums Paris, aufgenommen am 09. Juni 2016 in Paris, Frankreich // View of the cathedral Notre-Dame de Paris. It is a Catholic church of the Archdiocese of Paris, Paris, France on 2016/06/09. PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxAUT EP_fei
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